Purse $4,400 (Plus $1,350 from the NTBDF) 6 Furlongs

10th RACE. (C5) Post 5:51PM CLAIMING $5,000
In Memory of Bill Bye

a -- Reinke, Roy

Purse $20,000 Added (Includes $20,000 from the NTBDF) 6 Furlongs

3rd Running of the Ogallala Stakes
CERTIFIED NE BRED STAKES
(To be run Saturday, March 17, 2018)

8th RACE (CCT) Post 4:45PM

Giddy Up Again 2018

OFF RACES: C2 -- C3 -- C5 -- C11

Extra Races For Sunday, March 11, 2018 (Entries Close on Friday, March 9, 2018)

10th RACE (C6) Post 5:15PM

Purse $20,000 Added (Includes $9,000 from the NTBDF) 5 1/2 Furlongs

Extra Races For Sunday, March 11, 2018

X1 EXTRA RACE NO 1 MAIDEN CLAIMING
Purse $4,000 (Plus $1,200 from the NTBDF) For Maidens, Three Years Old and Upward

X2 EXTRA RACE NO 2 ALLOWANCE OPT. CLAIMING
Purse $2,550 (Plus $2,000 from the NTBDF) For Fillies And Mares Three Years Old and Upward Which Have Never Won Four Races or Claiming Price $10,000, Two Years Old and Upward

X3 EXTRA RACE NO 3 MAIDEN CLAIMING
Purse $3,100 (Plus $1,050 from the NTBDF) For Maidens, Three Years Old and Upward

X4 EXTRA RACE NO 4 CERTIFIED NE BRED MAIDENS
Purse $8,060. (Includes $1,860 from the NTBDF) For CERTIFIED NE BRED Maidens, Three Years Old and Upward

Closing Saturday, March 10, 2018
The Orphan Kist Stakes, Purse $20,000 Added
CERTIFIED NE BRED
Fillies And Mares Three Year Olds and Upward, Six Furlongs
(To be run Saturday, March 17, 2018)
FONNER PARK - IN TODAY SHEET
EIGHTH DAY SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 2018

A  R#  PP
ABSOLUTELY LIT  2  1/7
AFTERIMAGE  4  1/7
ALEX  9  2/8
ALI'S IMAGE  2  2/7
APPROXIMATOR  5  7/7

B  R#  PP
BE MY SHADOW  9  8/8
BEST TRICK YET  6  4/10
BLUMIN IRISH  9  6/8
BORN FORCE  8  4/6
BOTTOM OF THE PILE  6  2/10
BRIDES LAST AFFAIR  10  1/10
BRONCO DAVE  2  7/7

C  R#  PP
CALL ME BUDDA  9  5/8
CARSON'S STORM  10  3/10
CHANCE OF FROST  4  4/7
CLASSY COVE  1  1/6
COMPENDIUM  2  6/7

D  R#  PP
DOCS FINAL FEVER  10  4/10
DUKE OF LUKE  5  3/7

G  R#  PP
GO GOLD  9  1/8
GOING HOWFAST  4  5/7
GRASS AND CACTUS  6  5/10
GRASSIEBANK  4  6/7
GREEK WEEK  3  1/7
GREEN CARD  8  5/6
GREENBACK DOLLAR  10  10/10

H  R#  PP
HAVEONEFORDROAD  9  4/8
HE'S A ROCKSTAR  3  6/7
HE'S FOR REAL  6  1/10
HI PRIM  7  3/8
HOTTERTHANAPISTOL  10  8/10

I  R#  PP
IT'S THE DUTCHMAN  3  4/7

J  R#  PP
J B CODE RED  4  2/7
JUNKERS  7  1/8
JUST HANK  2  3/7

K  R#  PP
KPASAWITHU  6  3/10

L  R#  PP
LAND OF OZ  10  2/10
LOOK AT IT  5  4/7
LOVE ALLEY  6  7/10

M  R#  PP
MAJOR PLAYER  3  7/7
MARCO NUMBER ONE  10  7/10
MAYHAWK  7  6/8
MITCHELL COUNTY  2  4/7
MORNINNG SHADOW  9  7/8
MY BROTHER DON  5  1/7

N  R#  PP
NAUGHTY LOVE  4  7/7
NECESSARY PARTY  5  5/7

O  R#  PP
OLLIES REBEL  6  6/10
ONE HOT VISION  10  5/10

P  R#  PP
PADDY PARTY  5  2/7
PILATUS  8  2/6
POETIC POSER  5  6/7
PRINCE ISAAC  7  2/8
PROUD TO LIVE FREE  10  8/10

Q  R#  PP
Q. T. KAT  4  3/7
QUADRUPLE DOG DARE  1  4/6

R  R#  PP
RODRIGUEZ  1  2/6
ROLEX BOUND  1  5/6
RULETHENIGHT  3  3/7
RUNNING INTO GRUINIONS  10  9/10

S  R#  PP
SANTORINI SKY  8  3/6
SECRET IN THE CITY  6  10/10
SHAWNEE KID  8  1/6
SIGNIFICAT  7  5/8
SILVER PLANET  1  3/6
SO CONTAGIOUS  9  3/8
ST ALBERT ABBEY  7  8/8
SUBSTRAIGHT  7  4/8

T  R#  PP
TOBIN  3  5/7
TRIPMEISTER  7  7/8
TYLER BIGO  2  5/7

W  R#  PP
WHEEL AND DEAL  6  8/10
WHY SMILE  1  6/6
WORLD FAMOUS SAM T  8  6/6

Y  R#  PP
YOUNG HOMIE  3  2/7
YOURS ALONE  6  9/10

In Today for
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 2018

76  In Body
0  Also Eligible
76  Total In Today